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With Thanksgiving turkey behind us and holiday desserts 
ahead of us, it seems that feeding our bellies is a priority these 
days. As I sit down to write my last “President’s Corner” to all 
of you, I can’t help but note that feeding our minds is worthy of 
focus as well. I am so guilty of letting the details of my work life 
supersede the meat, the marrow, the meaning of that work. I 
challenge you to find a way to feed your mind amidst the end-of-
semester and holiday chaos this year. Read something that you 
are not assigning. Write something that isn’t attached to a due 
date. Create something that captures your hopes and plans for a 
new year. And, schedule some refreshment!

I can’t think of a better way to refresh your literacy mind and 
feed your professional soul than to attend TCTELA’s annual 
conference. In about a month, we will gather together on the 
San Antonio Riverwalk as we go “Beyond Boots, Borders, & 
Books” to celebrate “The Many Faces of Literacy in Texas.” All 
of the key details may be found here, and make sure to register 
before December 21st to receive the best rates! Since the next few 
years will bring implementation of the new ELAR TEKS and the 
aligned resources, I want to assure you that the TCTELA annual 
conference will provide the necessary and timely sustenance as 
we face these changes together.

Your TCTELA Board has been working all year to craft a 
conference that will meet and exceed your needs. Thanks to a 
thorough review process conducted by President-Elect Kelly 
Tumy and her team, concurrent sessions will showcase our state’s 
best and brightest colleagues and will provide insight for your 
teaching and professional development. Our Executive Director, 
Amy Blakely, has ensured that vendors and publishers will be 
on hand to offer hands-on explorations of their newest offerings 
for the current Proclamations. Finally, I have carefully selected 
a fabulous line-up of authors and speakers to both support and 
inspire your teaching.

The full session descriptors and speaker bios are available 
here, but I will offer a brief preview of what’s “on the menu” 
for our January conference. On Friday morning, go beyond 
diverse books with Chad Everett, explore new frontiers in 
literacy instruction with Frank Serafini, or consider the power 
of community partnerships with Steven Alvarez. The Friday 
Luncheon will feature Carole Boston Weatherford, the award-
winning author of more than 50 children’s books. On Friday 
afternoon, we’ll gather for our Opening General Session to 
hang out with another notable award-winning author, Jason 
Reynolds. Our Saturday-morning Business Meeting will feature 
NCTE President Franki Sibberson, who will take us beyond 
leveled books. Be sure to bring an open mind to the Saturday 
Luncheon, where poet Jimmy Santiago Baca will challenge us 
to “change our world for the better.” Saturday evening, take a 
moment to celebrate the music and rhythms of poetry with the 
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former poet laureate of Texas, Carmen Tafolla. Finally, choose 
a Sunday-morning workshop that will nourish you: try out 
the “Real Revision BBQ” with Sneed B. Collard, III and Jeff 
Anderson, or dig into deeper text engagement with Kylene 
Beers and Bob Probst.

In closing this last President’s Corner, I am overwhelmed 
with appreciation for each and every one of you. Thank you 
for the opportunity to serve you as your TCTELA President. It 
was an absolute honor to serve the organization that was there 
for me when I began teaching. Likewise, I encourage you to get 
involved with TCTELA. Connect with one of our sections, or 
write a teaching idea or reflection for an issue of English in Texas. 
Most importantly, make sure that you plan to join us on the 
San Antonio Riverwalk, January 25-27, 2019, for TCTELA’s 54th 
Annual Conference and Exposition. 

petersond@uhd.edu
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Once upon a time, waaay back in 2016, Diane was the TCTELA Vice President and 
Kelly was the VP-Elect. We didn’t know each other that well, but our board positions 
meant that we would attend the NCTE Affiliate Leadership Meeting together in St. 
Louis that summer. After a weekend of bonding and networking and planning (we both 
wrangle natural curls! we both like a good red!), the two of us were well on our way to 
serving as the Co-Chairs of the 2018 NCTE Local Arrangements Committee. NCTE was 
coming to Houston, and we began to plan for rolling out the best welcome mat ever!

A few months later, the NCTE folks made it official. As the state affiliate, TCTELA 
would co-host the 2018 NCTE Convention with the local affiliate, the West Houston 
Area Council of Teachers of English. Kelly and I began to recruit sub-committee chairs 
for areas such as Exhibits, Hospitality, and Registration, reaching out to our valued 
TCTELA and WHACTE contacts. We worked to spread the word with local teachers 
and administrators about the opportunity of registration reimbursement after eight hours 
of volunteering. We ZOOMed. We emailed. And we made spreadsheets—LOTS of 
spreadsheets! We learned to complement each other’s schedules and strengths. Through 
it all, two acquaintances became co-hosts and friends.

And then, November 2018 was upon us. The culmination of 18 months of planning 
brought in 11 sub-committee chairs, 160 volunteers scheduled for 8 hours each, 3 coffee 
pots, 100 volunteer aprons and buttons, 20+ cases of water bottles, 1000s of daily steps, 
300 mints, and a 1½-minute welcome speech (*see text below!). In our traditional, over-
the-top, larger-than-life, true Texan fashion, we all pitched in to make this year’s annual 
convention one of the largest in NCTE modern history. We printed nametags for our 
literary colleagues from across the globe, scanned badges at meal events, shepherded 
book-signing lines for our author-celebrities, and counted participants at each session. 
We even got a little creative with hundreds of tissue-paper flowers and poufs for the 
All-Member Celebration on Friday night. If it needed to be done, then the worker bees 
inside the little Local Arrangements office got it done! 

The saying “many hands make light work” was never truer than the week NCTE came 
to Houston. TCTELA and WHACTE partnered to be excellent hosts for this annual 
pre-Thanksgiving conference that has been serving literacy needs all over the world 
for more than 100 years. Indeed, this year was our chance to let the Texas hospitality 
shine and to show other state affiliates just how strong the Texas contingencies are, but 
the greatest take-away from the weekend was the camaraderie built over four days of 
serving together in cramped quarters with free coffee. We learned to pitch in no matter 
how menial the task, prop each other up amidst overwhelming exhaustion, tell our egos 
to take a back seat, and do whatever it took to make our state shine. 

*We are so thrilled to welcome you to our beloved Houston…H-Town! The L.A. Times 
proclaimed Houston as America’s most diverse city—no surprise to those of us lucky 
enough to call this city our home. Here we celebrate diversity, we hear all voices, we listen 
attentively, and we love hosting over 7000 of you here on the Gulf Coast for these few 
precious days together. 

Houston is resilient, much like we are in our classrooms. Houstonians have weathered 
natural disasters and human tragedy like the community of champions that we are, even 
proclaiming through our graffiti that you can “BE SOMEONE” in this city. With that same 
creative resilience, we join you to celebrate our daily work of raising students’ voices.

Houston deftly combines Southern charm and urban allure. Whether you’re searching for 
barbeque brisket or frijoles charros, you’ll find that and much more in our diverse city. Make 
time to visit our world-class museums, catch some live music over on Washington Avenue, 
or just breathe at Discovery Green. Be ready for anything! Today’s chilly 30s will shift to 
balmy 70s by Sunday. This IS the ever-changing landscape of Texas, and we are honored to 
welcome you! 

Our team of 200 volunteers is easy to spot in our sharp-looking aprons, and we’re excited 
to point you in the right direction…whether you’re searching for your favorite author’s 
session or you need a few suggestions for the night out in the Bayou City. Whether you’ve 
attended the annual NCTE conference many times or 2018 is your year to begin doing so, 
embrace and savor every moment. 

petersond@uhd.edu, kellytumy@gmail.com 

A story of volunteering
By Diane M. Miller, Ph.D., TCTELA President, and Kelly Tumy, TCTELA President-Elect

Illustration by Mary GrandPre
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At the NCTE Annual Convention in November, Katy ISD 
teacher Victoria Orepitan was presented with the 2018 NCTE 
National Intellectual Freedom Award. TCTELA is honored to 
have nominated Victoria for this award in recognition for her 
courage in publicly challenging her district’s efforts to restrict her 
students’ right to read.

In December of 2017, the young adult novel The Hate U Give by 
Angie Thomas was removed from the library shelves of the junior 
high and high schools of Katy ISD at the order of Superintendent 
Lance Hindt, who cited vulgar language as his primary objection 
to the book. Although district policy calls for a challenged book 
to remain in circulation pending a review, for many weeks The 
Hate U Give was unavailable for check out, and once returned 
to the shelves, it was only available to students who had parental 
consent to read it.

Victoria, an English I Pre-AP teacher at Katy ISD’s Cinco Ranch 
High School, felt that it was important to speak up in the face of 
the superintendent’s action. At the district’s school board meeting 
on January 15, 2018, Victoria addressed the board to express 
concern about the decision to restrict student access to the book. 
She had the courage to do so despite feeling that a clear message 
had been sent to district employees, through off-the-record 
conversations, that they should not speak at the meeting. “That 
didn’t sit right with me,” explained Victoria in an interview for 
this nomination. “We have a responsibility to our society to make 
it better by speaking up for what we believe in.”

In her testimony to the school board, Victoria shared that she 
herself is a product of Katy ISD, having attended elementary, 
junior high, and high school in the district. “When I grew up 
in Katy ISD, there weren’t as many people that looked like me 
as there are now, ” she said, adding that she hoped to one day 
raise children of her own in Katy ISD and that it was important 
to her that those children have opportunities “to read stories 
about people who look like them...that we don’t rob them of that 

opportunity because 
something makes us 
uncomfortable, or we 
don’t like the language, 
or we don’t like the 
content.”

Victoria 
acknowledges that it is 
especially important 
that she as a black 
teacher speak up about 
what having access to 
books like The Hate U 
Give means to students. 
“People like Starr don’t 
get to tell their stories 
very often,” she explains, 
observing that in our 
society, we are more 
comfortable with having 

students read about the traumatic experiences of a teenager 
in war-torn Afghanistan than those of a teenager right here at 
home. She testified to the school board that in an English class, 
it’s expected that students encounter texts that expose them to 
different cultures and different thinking, citing her own students’ 
study of Oedipus Rex, “a difficult and complex and sometimes 
controversial story,” as one such example.

“We can’t change the world kids live in, but we can equip them 
for it, and one of the best ways to do that is by exposing them to 
worlds that are different from theirs,” Victoria testified. “None of 
us thinks our kids will become wizards because they read Harry 
Potter, but they are more sensitive and more creative because 
they’ve read the story of someone who’s been through something 
difficult. That is also true for The Hate U Give.”

Challenged by Superintendent Hindt as to whether she would 
allow a student in her classroom to use vulgarity like that in the 
novel, Victoria responded that if the student were talking about 
a passage from the book that he or she had read, then yes, she 
would. “There’s a power to words,” she later elaborated. “I want 
students to understand the impact of these words within the 
literature.”

In accepting her award at the 2018 NCTE convention in 
Houston, Victoria noted the connection between intellectual 
freedom and the convention theme of raising student voice. 
“It’s important that our students know that their voices matter, 
that their stories matter, and that [educators will] take on 
discomfort in order to better understand those stories.” 

tdkriese@gmail.com 

TCTELA’s Victoria Orepitan wins 2018 NCTE  
National Intellectual Freedom Award
By Tracy Kriese, NCTE Affiliate Liaison
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What comes to mind when you hear the word service? Dread? 
Anticipation? Exhilaration? Contentment? For many across 
Texas this past November, it meant serving as a volunteer at the 
National Council of Teachers of English conference in Houston 
as TCTELA co-hosted with the West Houston Area Council of 
Teachers of English. This brings up another question as we near 
the end of the year: how are you serving your students, yourself, 
and your community?

No matter where we work, we are one part in a larger 
mechanism: school district, family, classroom, even TCTELA. 
The most important part of working successfully in any 
mechanism in education is to approach what we do through an 
act of service. As ELAR teachers, we serve many masters: campus 
administration, coordinators and directors, but most importantly 
we serve students daily. Although we hold the job title of teacher, 
envisioning teaching as an act of service helps shift a focus—
something we need to keep in mind as we close out the semester. 

The more we approach teaching this way, the more richly 
we experience all its nuances. Do you wonder daily what your 
students need most, or are you bent on covering curriculum? 
Listen to your students, listen to the conversations that happen 
in the in-between times, learn what they need and why they need 
it. Do the same in the teacher’s lounge, in your own living room. 
Find a way to be of help to someone. When you think about what 
it takes to make a school successful, a family successful, there isn’t 
a manual for that. It’s full of living, breathing individuals who 
need a hand, who may just need some help one day, who may just 
need you to notice them and say hello. 

We spend 
most of our days 
as deliverers-
of-content. We 
ask ourselves 
repeatedly: have we 
covered the TEKS? 
Are we where we 
need to be on a 
pacing guide? Our 
challenge to you 
as you close out 
this semester is to live in teaching and to be of service. If teaching 
were just a job, then anyone could do it, right? Far and wide 
across our great state, we know this to be true from the very little 
that some politicians think about us to the incredibly supportive 
organizations who honor our craft, and yes, our service. Working 
with over 160 volunteers the week before Thanksgiving has shown 
me to ask how I can help, how can I be of service, what can I do to 
make your load easier. 

But consider how the organization of TCTELA works each 
year! We operate on the shoulders of many volunteers, people 
serving you each day to create a more literate Texas. May you 
endeavor to find a way to serve someone and even TCTELA in 
the coming months. 

kellytumy@gmail.com 

Your place in the world: Where will you serve?
By Kelly Tumy, President-elect

Now that you have glimpsed TCTELA’s finances at Gringotts, 
through Diagon Alley, and in Arithmancy class, it is time to head 
to the pitch for the biggest Quidditch match of the year. This 
year’s match will take place in San Antonio, Texas on January 
25–27 at the 2019 TCTELA Annual Conference & Exhibition. 
San Antonio is a far jaunt from our normal playing fields at 
Hogwarts, but the Hyatt Regency on the Riverwalk will certainly 
provide for entertainment and a view that far exceeds the less than 
amusing hijinks of Peeves and the dark halls of the castle. 

Your attendance at this big match where we will see the many 
faces of literacy is vital for the success of TCTELA. If you 
purchase your tickets before December 21, you can get the full 
conference package for $335, which includes Friday through 
Sunday workshops, professional development luncheons, a 
membership celebration, and the poetry reading. There is no better 
way to cheer on your favorite literacy players as they match up. 

But, if you cannot come for the whole match, you can purchase 
a one-day pass for $100-$175, depending on the day. Get your 
tickets fast though because prices increase after December 21. 
Tickets to the big San Antonio event can be purchased at  
http://www.tctela.org/2019-conference.

So, send an owl to your colleagues, place an advertisement 
in The Daily Prophet, or just apparate to help us spread the 
word about this outstanding event. The attendance at last year’s 
conference was exceptional, and we need to keep the magic alive. 
The money made at the conference supports the organization in 
a very big way. Last year, the conference income accounted for 
90% of the organization’s total income. With the new PD2Teach 
initiative, TCTELA’s budget has increased by 5%, so it is 
important that we increase our conference attendance as well.

Don your favorite reading gear, grab your closest writing 
teammate, and fly down to San Antonio for the most exciting 
Quidditch match (a.k.a. conference) TCTELA has ever had. 
Your attendance will transform your life as a teacher and will 
levitate TCTELA in its efforts to be the Texas leader in literacy 
professionalism.

kim.pinkerton@tamuc.edu

References::
Rowling, J.K. (1997). Harry Potter and the sorcerer’s stone. New 
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The big Quidditch match: How the TCTELA conference 
impacts the organization’s finances
By Kim Pinkerton, Executive Secretary
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The family literacy strand
By Eve Zehavi, Co-editor, English in Texas PK–5

NCTE was a whirlwind—so much to do and see. I was on a 
mission, to focus on Elementary sessions and Early Childhood 
strands. However, I realized halfway through that while I honored 
my mission, the sessions I attended made up their own strand—
Family Literacy. While we are all familiar with family literacy 
nights, some research has demonstrated that these functions 
often attract families and students who are strong and avid 
readers rather than those in need of additional support (Dennis 
and Margrella, 2017). At NCTE, several presenters offered unique 
and creative ways to engage families and whole communities in 
literacy. A few sessions stood out, and each seemed to focus on a 
different aspect of community: the family, the school community, 
and the greater 
community. 

The first of these 
presentations 
targeted individual 
families through 
the creation of 
family libraries. 
One school created 
book bags with a 
small 4–5 book 
collection covering 
a variety of genres, 
including bilingual 
selections. These 
were designed 
NOT for child use 
but specifically for 
families to take 
home and share. 
As more and more 
schools do not 
have permanent 
libraries or depend 
on itinerant 
librarians, this is an 
important service to 
provide. Moreover, 
in our linguistically diverse classrooms, many of our students 
live in households that do not speak English; having bilingual 
selections, which non-English speaking parents, guardians, 
and grandparents can read to their children, reinforces the 
importance of literacy for the child and empowers the adults who 
feel marginalized to take an active role in their child’s literacy. 

Another family literacy project that piqued my attention was 
this family book club. This project went beyond the “all school 
read.” In partnership with the local public library and classroom 
teachers, families who chose to participate all read a single 
text (families being defined as all members of the household—
parents, grandparents, and siblings of all ages). Meetings were 
held every six weeks or so and families met on Saturdays at 
the public library to engage in conversation (with cookies and 
punch, of course) about the text. This idea not only brings 

together all members of 
a family around a literary 
work, it gives an entire 
school community a 
common experience with 
literature. 

 Another session was 
even more ambitious. A 
group of teachers created a year-long, student-directed research 
project across grade levels. Teachers who chose to participate 
helped students to follow their own interests related to the 
community. Children from kindergarten through 8th grade wrote 

and created 
multimedia 
projects 
documenting 
their 
neighborhood. 
Their work 
included 
narratives, oral 
histories, and 
documentary 
videos of a variety 
of landmarks 
throughout the 
area. The project 
culminated in a 
bound anthology 
with the works 
of every child 
and a public red 
carpet event at 
which they shared 
their work—
the ultimate 
publishing party! 

These projects 
address some 
of the most 

important factors related to home literacy practices. They 
provide access to reading materials, allow for reading frequency 
within families, and inspire parental involvement. I can’t wait for 
TCTELA in San Antonio to see what I can find to contribute to 
this unofficial strand!

ZehaviE@uhd.edu

Reference:
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Literacy Nights: How Participation Impacts Reading 
Attitudes. Literacy Practice & Research, 42(3), 47–52. 
Retrieved from http://ezproxy.uhd.edu/login?url=https://
search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=eue&AN=1
26936638&site=eds-live&scope=site 
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Me, Frida, and the Secret of the Peacock Ring
By Angela Cervantes
After her father dies, Paloma Manriquez travels 
to Mexico City, where she becomes involved in 
solving the mystery of a missing ring belonging 
to Mexico’s most famous artist, Frida Khalo.

Amal Unbound
By Aisha Saed
Amal is a young Pakistani girl who dreams of 
being a teacher. Her life takes a dramatic turn 
when she is forced into indentured servitude 
to pay off family debts. Amal struggles to 
expose the family’s wrong-doing and earn her 
freedom.

The Book of Unknown Americans
By Christina Henriquez
The Rivera family leaves a well-to-do life in 
Mexico to seek medical treatment for their 15-
year old daughter, Maribel, who soon develops 
a special relationship with the boy next door.

The Language of Spells
By Garret Weyr and Katie Harnett
After World War II, all dragons but one are 
rounded up and sent away. Maggie and Grisha, 
the last remaining dragon, work together to 
find all the missing dragons.

One of Us is Lying
By Karen M. Manus
A death in detention creates a murder mystery 
that makes several of Bayview High School’s 
most popular students prime suspects.

War Cross
By Marie Lu
Gamer Emeka Chen hacks into one of the 
world’s top computer games championships 
and is offered a job by the game’s creators. 
Discovering that games are not only for 
gamers, she finds herself in the middle of an 
evil plot.

Books that matter to middle school readers
By Donna Brown, Middle Level Section Chair, and Liz Henson 6–8

Middle school readers are truly delightful as they launch their 
independent reading life. Working with middle school readers 
over the last few years has shown us that getting kids hooked on 
books that matter to them changes the trajectory of their life. 

Readers develop empathy for characters and others.

A protagonist or antagonist causes a reader to form an opinion 
of each character’s behavior. The reader mentally makes a 
decision to examine the pressures internally and externally of 
the character and chooses to understand the reasons for actions, 
thoughts, and dialogue. This type of examination of character 
helps the reader to develop empathy as individuals.

Readers explore their own identity. 

In Fish In A Tree by Lynda Mullay Hunt, the main character 
Ally is a struggling student who cannot tolerate her classroom. 
Many students have read this book and exclaimed, “That is 
me!” They unlock part of their own identity by seeing their 
lives in print. They understand their own feelings and are 
able to name who they are as the character reveals more of 
themselves in the text. 

Readers begin to make informed decisions by under-
standing bias of other characters or information.

Biases are often presented to readers in many ways. They are 
sometimes stated, however, most times they are inferred. In 

books, middle school readers 
are able to name what is 
unfair and unjust, or identify 
labels placed upon characters 
or people. In Someone Like 
Me by Julissa Arce, Julissa 
discovers the bias of living through obstacles in the U.S. as an 
undocumented immigrant. These sensitive topics help middle 
school readers understand the need to see a topic from multiple 
perspectives before creating their own viewpoint.

Readers broaden their understanding of our world 
through different cultures, settings, and societies. 

Books that matter allow kids to open up their world. Readers 
can consider how others live in various places. They understand 
how different economics, governments, or social constructs exist 
or fall. Dystopian and historical fiction books allow readers to 
consider different contexts in time and place. 

Below are some books that we have found that matter to our 
middle school readers. Try them as a launching pad for your 
middle school reader. 

donna.brown@sfisd.org, elizabeth.henson@sfisd.org

Continued on next page
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The Raft
By S.A. Bodeen
After their plane crashes in the middle of the 
Pacific Ocean, Robie and Max must survive on 
a raft.

Maximum Ride
By James Patterson
Maximum Ride and her friends are not like 
other kids their age. They have wings. She 
and her friends band together to save one 
of their own from those wanting to do cruel 
experiments on kids like them.

Solo
By Kwame Alexander
Blade is tired of living in his famous family’s 
shadow and longs to live free of the reputation 
that follows him.

The Only Thing to Fear
By Caroline Tung Richmond
Eighty years after the Allies lost World War 
II to the Germans, 16-year old Zara joins the 
rebel forces to help create the free America 
she’s only read about in banned books.

Adam Canfield of the Slash
By Michael Winerip
Adam Canfield, the editor of his middle school 
newspaper, finds the scoop of the century and 
brings the principal’s wrath down on the entire 
staff.

When
By Victoria Laurie
Maddie doesn’t see dead people, she sees their 
death dates. She and her mom use her talent 
to earn money for their family, until one of 
their “clients” disappears on the date Maddie 
predicted, and she finds herself at the center of 
a homicide investigation.

The Riverman
By Aaron Starmer
Fiona, the girl next door, drags Alistair into a 
magical world where The Riverman steals the 
souls of children. Who’s next? 

Fish in a Tree
By Lynda Mullaly Hunt
Ally has worked her whole life to hide her 
disability from others, until Mr. Daniels helps 
her see the bright, creative child she is.

Children of Blood and Bone
By Tomi Adeyemi
Zelie remembers a world of magic, and also 
the night the magic disappeared along with 
her entire family. It is up to her to bring magic 
back and topple the evil monarchy that killed 
her family.

The House of the Scorpion
By Nancy Farmer
Matteo Alacran is not like other boys—he 
wasn’t born, he was harvested using the DNA 
of El Patron. Matt soon realizes he needs to 
escape the world created by El Patron, but 
escape may not bring him the peace he seeks.

Mortal Engines
By Phillip Reeve
In a post-apocalyptic world, few cities survive  
on land, and all are at the mercy of the mobile  
City of London, which feeds on smaller cities.  
Tom Natsworth joins forces with others to  
survive and save what’s left of the world.

Section spotlight: Middle level (continued)
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A few weeks prior to the Thanksgiving break, my brother 
decided it was time to move to a new place, which meant that I 
was employed to help him unpack. My brother is a packrat: old 
video games. baseball caps that haven’t been worn in a decade, 
a shake weight. Pretty much anything you can imagine as a 
white elephant gift was stuffed into these boxes that I was now 
unloading for him so his new place can be a shrine to his past. 

As I tore into another box, a little blue and yellow label caught 
my eye. “Please Be Kind and Rewind” was plastered along the 
spine of an old VHS tape that never made it back to America’s 
greatest video store. I wish I could tell you that my first reaction 

was deep and insightful, but let’s face it. I had to let him have it 
for consciously packing a VHS tape to bring to his new home. 
But, what this VHS tape from Blockbuster was offering me was a 
timely piece of advice for this time of year.

My role as an instructional coach has allowed me to learn an 
enormous amount about the art of teaching reading and writing 

to students from the teachers I 
work with, other instructional 
coaches I have met, and the 
giants of our field like Lucy and 
Penny and Kelly. One thing I 
am constantly working on with 
teachers is reflecting on our practices and what we are noticing 
in our classrooms. We are always adjusting and learning the best 
ways to help our students become better readers and writers. 
Maybe for this time of year, however, it is best to follow the advice 
of a dying video chain and rewind our year in order to reflect how 
far we have come.

One way we can do this is to remember that we are here for 
our students, and the relationships we have with them are far 
more important than the content we leave them with. For many 
teachers I work alongside during impact cycles, we take time 
and point out the positive interactions they are having with 
their students. At this time of year, I ask them to tally up those 
interactions and look at the impact they have had on student lives. 
Each positive interaction has a ripple effect that we cannot always 
measure. So, we might think about how we continue to foster 
those relationships and continue those interactions with those 
same students as we move from Thanksgiving to Christmas break. 
I even ask teachers to rewind and think of just one more student 
that they might not have had as many positive interactions with 
and how we can start to move in that direction. You might just 
send them into Christmas break with a new view of you and your 
classroom.

We can rewind in other ways too. One conversation I have with 
the teachers I work with is to always think about the kinds of 
readers and writers we want our students to be by the time they 
leave us at the end of the year. Once teachers describe what that 
is, we can rewind by considering two questions:

What are some of the successes we have had this year in 
moving them towards that goal?

What can we do to start the next semester fresh and move 
them one step closer to that goal you have for them?

These conversations and reflections we have are life-giving. At 
a time of year when we are lurching towards Christmas break and 
just trying to survive the remainder of the semester, the answers 
to these questions can give us direction for what comes next. 

So, you see, Blockbuster was right. We are kind to ourselves 
when we take time to rewind the year and reflect on where we 
have come from. Doing this allows us to have confidence that we 
have done good things for our students this year and that there 
are better things yet to come. 

jscooper@conroeisd.net 

Advice from Blockbuster
By Josh Cooper, High School Section Chair

9–12
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Texas English Language Arts and Reading teachers from across 
the state are hard-pressed for strategies to engage students in their 
learning. So often, many comment on the fact that students are 
not engaged, they are not “making connections,” they struggle 
to understand concepts, they do not transfer learned skills, 
etc. One approach to increase engagement and combat these 
struggles is for teachers to intentionally embed social emotional 
learning opportunities into classroom activities. Collaborative for 
Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning (CASEL) is a nationally 
recognized organization that has researched, developed resources, 
and partnered with school districts to increase awareness of social 
emotional learning and its impact throughout communities, 
schools, and classrooms. CASEL has identified Core Social 
Emotional Learning (SEL) Competencies:

• Self-awareness: “The ability to accurately recognize one’s own 
emotions, thoughts, and values and how they influence behavior.”

• Self-management: “The ability to successfully regulate one’s 
emotions, thoughts, and behaviors in different situations.”

• Social-awareness: “The ability to take the perspective of 
and empathize with others, including those from diverse 
backgrounds and cultures.”

• Relationship skills: “The ability to establish and maintain 
healthy and rewarding relationships with diverse individuals 
and groups.”

• Responsible decision-making: “The ability to make constructive 
choices about personal behavior and social interactions based 
on ethical standards, safety concerns, and social norms.” (Core 
SEL Competencies, 2018)

The wonderful thing about the Core SEL Competencies is 
that they lend themselves to literacy skills and practices with 
minimum disruption. One approach to increase social emotional 
learning in literacy practices is by reframing the Core SEL 
Competencies and applying them to characters in texts. Using the 
gradual release approach--with an emphasis on guided practice—
embed social emotional learning opportunities into classroom 
discussions and activities. Let’s take a look at a guided practice 
of embedding social emotional learning using the characters 

from “The Scarlet Ibis” by 
James Hurst.

• Self-awareness: When the narrator recalled that, “Doodle was 
my brother and he was going to cling to me forever, no matter 
what I did…,” how did this influence his behavior? 

• Self-management: Why did the narrator and Doodle take up 
“lying”?

• Social-awareness: When Doodle became emotional at Old 
Woman Swamp, how did this affect the narrator’s perspective 
of and empathy for Doodle?

• Relationship skills:  Explain the relationship between the 
narrator and Doodle at the beginning of the story. How did 
the relationship evolve?

• Responsible decision-making: Why did the narrator not give up 
when trying to teach Doodle to walk?

As students grow more comfortable identifying the social 
emotional learning aspects of characters, they are better able to 
transfer and apply the same Core SEL Competencies towards 
their own lives.  Through the use of formative writing samples, 
students are able to increase their social emotional learning 
experiences and engage in the learning on a deeper level. A few 
formative writing examples may include:

• Self-awareness: Write about a moment when you did 
something others would consider cruel. 

• Self-management: Write about one activity you do to pass 
the time.

• Social-awareness: When you see someone close to you 
become emotional, how does this affect your perspective of 
and empathy for them?

• Relationship skills:  Explain the relationship between you and a 
sibling from five years ago.  How has this relationship evolved?

• Responsible decision-making: Name one thing you did with 
persistence. Why did you not give up?

The key to engaging students in the learning, making the 
“real-world” connections, grasping concepts, and transferring 
learned skills is through guided discussions and activities that 
allow the students to immerse themselves in the social emotional 
learning experience.  Next time students have a text to read, 
intentionally embed social emotional learning opportunities 
into classroom discussions and activities. The English Language 
Arts and Reading content area lends itself seamlessly to the Core 
SEL Competencies without adjusting the reading and writing 
standards already taught in classrooms across Texas. 

Tomasina.Burkhardt@region10.org

Reference:
Core SEL Competencies. (2018). Retrieved November 26, 2018, 

from https://casel.org/core-competencies

Embedding social-emotional learning 
opportunities, with intentionality, in the  
ELAR classroom 
By Tomasina Burkhardt, Teacher Development Section Chair

PK–16
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What follows is an edited transcript from PD2Teach discussions 
about the response strand of the new ELAR standards for Texas, 
filmed at Paetow High School, summer of 2018. The response 
strand of the new standards is not about the traditional reader’s 
response to text—a written response. Here’s a peek at what the 
group discussed. You can see the videos and more resources like this 
at www.bulbapp.com/pd2teach.

Kelly: I think that we must address that there are a lot of skills 
in the response skill strand that have now been walked down 
some grade levels. We know that our math counterparts went 
through a large revision with their math standards, and there 
were gaps. If you look, 6th grade now must paraphrase and 
summarize. They must work with explicit and implicit meaning 
of texts which used to be in a higher grade. It used to be in either 
8th or 9th. So now that’s going to be expected of 6th graders by 
the end of the school year. (And I think that’s something we keep 
in mind...by the end of the school year.) But in 6th grade, students 
also reflect and adjust responses. 8th grade has to defend or 
challenge an author’s claim - which is tested for college readiness 
on an AP Language test. 8th graders must defend or challenge 
an author’s claim. It’s important to consider that we don’t wait to 
start building that skill in 8th grade. Let’s talk about how we help 
teachers fill gaps, or at least see that gaps will exist. And... this 
whole notion of self-selected text. There are no standards about 
selecting texts in K, 1, 2, but that doesn’t mean a K, 1, 2 can’t self-
select. Because I’ve seen kindergarteners select their own book 
every day of the week. How do we help build in the support for 
teacher K-12 with these changes? 

Shona: That’s a difficult task. It’s a big challenge in front of 
us. The first thing we must realize in envisioning what response 
looks like is to realize about the new standards is that response 
is about taking what has previously been low level responses to 
a text.  For example, students identified a summary of the text, 
major facts, the main ideas. The new standards require that 
but don’t stop there. The summary has a purpose. Students are 
supposed to use their responses or opportunities for response 
to guide how they would apply that summary to make meaning 
or to direct their next reading or writing performance. Having 
that overarching vision about the purpose of response must drive 
how we apply these standards. The purpose of response is not to 
respond. The purpose of response is to have a good response that 
in turn sends you to do something with the response. Our first 
step should establish the overall idea this strand seeks for our 
students to use their responses powerfully. We must empower 

teachers to understand how response is more sophisticated in 
these standards. Only then will we be able to prepare kids for that 
slide across the K-12 continuum.

Johnathan:  I tell you what, I believe that teachers are going 
to have to learn to be more of a facilitator. What I’ve heard in 
discussions with Kelly is that students will be asked to talk and 
discuss. They must talk. They must learn perspective. They 
must play devil’s advocate even if they know one side of the 
argument.  They’ve got to be prepared to know the other side just 
as well. And that doesn’t happen when a teacher tries to gear and 
force all the learning. Teachers cannot get into every kid’s mind 
and make them think the way they are supposed to think with 
their response. Kids are going to have to learn to talk and interact. 
Constantly. And that’s even with their own selected texts. When 
students begin selecting their own texts, the teacher’s not going to 
be over their shoulder explaining and directing each step, “This 
is what you need to do.” Students must learn to talk. They must 
learn how to see perspectives and flip those ideas and lessons on 
themselves...and that’s self-learning. 

Amanda: John, I was thinking pretty much in line with you 
about the teacher needing to be the facilitator. As an instructor, 
in order to become that facilitator, teachers must understand the 
structures and strategies that lead to being a facilitator. What 
will help teachers the most is the understanding of the structures 
and strategies that can lead to students taking ownership of 
the thinking. In addition, we have teachers that build amazing 
relationships with students on a daily basis. But I think we must 
highlight how important those relationships and how that sense 
of safety are for our students to be able to interact in these skills 
to the level that we are looking for. It becomes about working on 
relationship building and on the structures and strategies that 
lead to student ownership and participation in the learning and 
thinking. 

Barbara: I really like what you said about relationships because 
my first instinct was: we’re going have to give teachers time to do 
what we are doing. They are going to have to have time to sit and 
look at these and debate what needs to be done and have these 
conversations. But they’ve got to have those relationships with 
each other so that they can. I think our teachers are going to 
need time to build relationships with each other, so they are safe 
taking risks in their classrooms and letting our students make the 
decisions and be facilitators. And we can’t wait until the TEKS are 
implemented. We need to start now. 

Kelly: My goal as a teacher was to always raise good thinkers. 
I wanted you to walk out of my classroom—yes, being a good 
reader and a good writer—but overall, I wanted you to be able to 
make your own decisions. The response skill strand - I wrote this 
down as everybody was talking - response is not about English 
Language Arts. Response is about academic discourse. Response 
is about anything anybody puts in front of you - whether it’s a 
dance move, whether it’s a song, whether it’s a poem, whether it’s 
an advertisement - that I can talk about that. And I can look at 

PD2Teach discussions: The response strand 
By Shona Rose, VP of Membership and Affiliates 

Continued on next page
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claims. And I can look at warrants, and I can look at bias. Or I can 
look at the colors. I can talk about what I see and how it makes 
me feel. And really, gone are the days of silo teaching. I don’t 
want to pick on Romeo and Juliet—but here’s Romeo and Juliet. 
As a teacher, I have lessons that I have always done. But instead, 
I should consider: what is in the news today about difficult 
relationships? There are different difficult relationships in politics. 
There are difficult relationships in business. And if you can hold 
a conversation about that, you know that students are making 
connections. You know that we no longer have college and 
career readiness standards? We have college, career, and military 
readiness standards. Those standards have now changed in the 
state of Texas. Look at how this strand can address those changes. 
What kind of skills are we asking kids to develop that meet 
industry standards? If a student is going to work for a chemical 
company, is there something in the way we teach Romeo and Juliet 
that helps the student to be successful at a chemical company? 
Is there something there that is going to support success as a 
realtor?  My challenge is: yes! That these are not Language Arts 
skills but they’re this academic discourse that go beyond the 
ELAR classroom. 

Barbara: I think as long as we’re picking on Romeo and 
Juliet... It’s not so much about can I tell you about why the 
character’s relationships did or didn’t work.  It’s about: “How 
does this relationship that I learned about Romeo and Juliet fit 
with my relationship with my mother? My relationship with 
my father, with my boss? I don’t want to say we’ve missed the 
mark in teaching, but maybe we haven’t made the transfer and 
connections clear for our kids. It’s not just about Romeo and Juliet; 
it’s about the idea that Romeo and Juliet is around still because it 
has so many applications to every other part of our lives. 

Shona: Lara and I were talking about exactly what you were 
saying. It’s not about ELAR, but academic discourse and talking 
about the challenges of disciplinary literacy. What does it mean 
to interpret a text in a science class as opposed to a text in a 
social studies course? How does it mean you need to diffuse a 
math problem to select your problem-solving strategy? Because 
in math, that is your response. You read to select a strategy that 
helps you find an answer to a problem. Considering how we read, 
interpret and discuss texts that apply to all content areas opens up 
that kind of discourse between teachers that Barbara mentioned 
earlier. I think about how powerful that is to be the facilitator of 
thinking tools that allow kids to not just be successful with Romeo 
and Juliet or the Language Arts classroom but have things that 
they can take with them to somebody else’s class.

Johnathan: So talking about this looking at “I”—especially in 
the secondary.

In grades six through twelve, students will “reflect on and adjust 
responses when valid evidence warrants.” We do that as teachers. 
We go into our classrooms. We teach.  If it bombs that day, we 
must go back and reflect: What do we do? How do we need to 
fix this? That’s definitely a skill our kids need because they are 
very egocentric. They are very willing to assert, “My way is right, 
and you can’t tell me any different.” And the ability to reflect 
and adjust as they grow and learn is definitely something they 

need. They need to be able to look at something objectively and 
say, “Okay, did I make the right choice? What could I have done 
better? What could have been improved upon?” One of the best 
things on this strand is that we are teaching them to be reflective. 
It’s coming back to that metacognition again. “What am I thinking 
about?  What am I doing what needs to be reconsidered?

Shona: I agree with you. That’s exactly what Fisher, Frey and 
Hattie are telling us in Assessment Capable Learners. We’ve got to 
get students to this place where they have self-extending systems 
and self-regulating systems that allow them to spur that learning 
on for themselves. They need to know when their learning is not 
working and select something that they can do as a next step to 
fix it. They don’t need to wait on the teacher or a grade or a test to 
move forward.

John: That’s amazing that you just said that. I was thinking that 
we also have different levels of learners. Where one learner might 
need to be able to get the gist of what’s going on, there’s going to 
be a learner that really takes only one piece of that. They make it 
more meaningful for themselves. And they go deeper in just that 
one aspect. Then the learning becomes authentic. The learning 
becomes something that they take ownership of. Everybody’s 
learning in the same class, but we’re learning on different levels. 
We’re helping students find the authenticity and joy in making 
learning useful. 

Shona:  Yes, and everybody’s making progress, though.

Amanda: Just a hat tip to the writers of the standards in this 
strand. Response skills are honoring the students that we have 
in 2018 and 20 and beyond. Because the students that we have 
now are not the students we had 10 years ago or the students 
that we were. It’s not about the text that we give them, because 
that text that we give them is one just tiny sliver of the texts 
and the sources they’re interacting with daily. They’re being 
bombarded with sources every single minute of their lives, and 
we can’t be there with them constantly helping them manage that 
bombardment. These response skills—along with the other skills 
and the comprehension skills that they’re being given in these 
standards—are really about teaching students how to cull the herd 
of all of the sources they are receiving and how to make meaning 
when they find one that’s valuable. I see so much that the learner 
of the future has been honored in this strand. 

Barbara: I had an epiphany. Kelly’s very first question was: 
Why did they use “source”? And as this whole conversation 
continued, I realized the answer to that question is in the strand. 
The response skills... the source is whatever the student needs to 
respond to. And that’s the reason they didn’t use text. It’s whatever 
source students find.  It’s the source of my response. 

The conversation continues. Stay tuned for more resources and 
videos from PD2Teach. 

shona.rose@esc16.net 

PD2Teach discussions: The response strand (continued)
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With the new TEKS and the instructional materials adoptions 
that accompany them, there is a rare opportunity to think 
differently about the type of decisions that we can make about 
our curriculum. While there is a limited range of instructional 
materials that are on the approved state lists, in accordance with 
TEA code 31.0211, districts have flexibility to spend IMA funds 
across a broader range of resources. In our district, where we 
have never viewed a single textbook as our lone anchor piece for 
our curriculum, we are advocating for a different approach in this 
adoption cycle. We are thinking creatively about the ways we can 
use our funding to better reflect our beliefs about best practices 
in English education. The following encapsulate some of our ideas 
as we embark on this journey.

Textbooks – We know that many classrooms, campuses, 
and districts around the state have shelves (or sometimes even 
unopened boxes!) of textbooks gathering dust. Traditional 
adoption has always meant spending your budget on a huge 
textbook program that can do a poor job of serving all teachers 
and students. Consider choosing a family car. There are questions 
to consider. How many people are in your family, what is your 
budget, what are the key features you can’t live without, which 
one fits your family’s needs the best, and if a brand new baby 
“driver” enters the family, would they be able to drive this thing? 
Our textbooks need to be a good fit for our individualized needs 
as a district, and serve the wide range of students that step into 
our classrooms. It is a tough balance to strike. Which textbook 
supports the work and curriculum you have in place from the 
brand new teacher to the thirty-year veteran? We know that the 
reason teachers don’t use a textbook as the core piece in their 
classrooms—without even talking about the outdatedness of 
many of the pieces chosen for textbooks or the absence of cultural 
diversity—is it’s impossible for a textbook to encompass every 
curricular need for every child. At its best, a textbook can give 
a wide range of texts and instructional options to supplement 
the work a district is doing. While a textbook can be a big part 
of instructional materials adoption, it isn’t necessary to assume 
that the only resources purchased and used are part of the whole 
textbook package.

Trade Books – We have some core beliefs that include that 
students should not only have choice in their reading diet, but 
they should also be given time to read and opportunities to talk 
and write about the books they’re reading. We believe students 
should have access to books that are relevant to them and current 
with the times; books that they can see themselves in (mirrors) 
and see others as well (windows). Books that give them a voice, 
but also encourage them to listen to other voices they might 
not otherwise have the opportunity to hear. Using authentic 
trade books in book clubs and classroom libraries serve as an 
ideal structure to support these beliefs. The best part about IMA 
funds now is according to Texas Education Codes 31.0211 and 
31.0212, we can use our funds to purchase trade books, and a 
certain amount of funds will be dispersed every biennium (two 
years) during the life of the adoption. So with district support, 

we should have the opportunity to use some of our IMA money 
every couple of years to keep our trade book libraries up to date 
and relevant for our kids, rather than reading the same books 
every year because “that’s what we teach” and we have no other 
choices anyway.

Professional Libraries – For the English teacher, a whole 
new stack of must reads is published every year. As a profession, 
our understanding of best teaching practice is continually 
improving. The new adoption process allows funds to be used 
to pay for “training educational personnel directly involved 
in student learning in the appropriate use of instructional 
materials.”  Teachers don’t just need good stuff, but they need 

to be trained how to use it as well.  After all, like our students, 
teachers must be given opportunities to learn, grow their 
craft, and keep up with current, relevant practices. As literacy 
leaders we constantly provide these trainings, but by building 
a purposeful core professional development library of books, 
trainings can be supplemented and expanded on. Staying up to 
date as a teacher is a daunting task, but an updated professional 
library, purchased and supplemented with IMA money every two 
years, will be a rich resource to campuses constantly pursuing 
growth. Because let’s face it—curriculum doesn’t teach kids; 
teachers teach kids.

We certainly don’t believe that we have everything all figured 
out, and several questions loom. What will it look like to set 
aside IMA money to supplement our classroom trade book and 
professional development libraries in future years?  Should some 
of our IMA money be dedicated to professional development 
in support of our curriculum, and what should that look like? 
Perhaps most importantly, what are the best ways to garner 
the support of campuses, admin, our school board, and other 
stakeholders as we advocate for this different approach toward 
instructional materials?  We don’t expect this work to be easy, but 
we’re willing to do whatever necessary to provide all our students 
with great instructional materials and well trained and supported 
teachers. We don’t want to be alone in this, however, so please 
reach out with your ideas so we can work together to make the 
best possible decisions for the kids of Texas. 

charness@alvinisd.net; grussell@alvinisd.net 

Opportunities in the new adoption process: 
Aligning beliefs and instructional materials 
By Coylee Harness, Alvin ISD, and Glen Russell, Editor, English in Texas
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Maybe you’re like me and are always looking for different ways 
to organize yourself. Imagine having one tool that helps you 
increase your productivity while also weaving in mindfulness 
and intentionality. Imagine, also, that the tool could be flexible 
and able to meet your specific needs, unlike the planners you, if 
you’re like me, have spent loads of money on over the years, never 
finding the right one. Ryder Carroll, inventor of the bullet journal 
method, promises that if you start your own bullet journal and 
practice with fidelity for one to two months, you will find that 
a bullet journal meets these criteria and can help you “track the 
past, order the present, and design the future.” 

Carroll’s belief is that our two most valuable resources are our 
time and or energy. He believes that by using the bullet journal 
method, you can spend more time on the things that are truly 
meaningful in your life by letting go of those things that are not 
meaningful to you. In other words, you can accomplish more by 
doing less. 

Much has been written about the many digital distractions we 
are bombarded with this in this day and age: social media on our 
devices, text messages that arrive on our phones or our watches, 
emails that ping upon arrival 24 hours a day. All of these digital 
distractions make it hard to unplug if you choose to use some 
kind of a digital application for planning. The beauty of the bullet 
journal is its analog nature, which allows you to unplug and press 
pause on the influx of information, allowing you time to process 
and reflect.

The main components of a bullet journal include daily logs, 
monthly logs, the future log, and the index. Daily logs can 
function as task lists for every day; monthly logs allow you to look 
ahead and reflect on the past; the future log allows you to think 
about long-range goals; and the index provides you with a way to 
keep your thinking organized and avoid thumbing through page 
after page trying to find a specific entry. Carroll also explains the 
idea of rapid logging, a process that helps you to enter things into 
your bullet journal and with just a glance, know its status (task, 
event, priority, etc.). 

Migration is a key to the bullet journal method. Migration 
is the act of looking at tasks you have entered into a daily log, 
monthly log, or future log (or even in another section), and reflect 
on the particular task. When you work on migration, you spend 
time reflecting on the task and asking yourself if it needs to move 
forward in the journal, or if 
it is something on which you 
should not be spending your 
time. This process supports the 
idea of doing more with less. 
Think of it as a time to help 
you see if the tasks or goals you 
have entered into your journal 
are things on you actually want 
to spend your time. If they 
aren’t, then you are allowed to 
strike through them, freeing up 
time for other things that are 
more valuable.

With the bullet journal 
method, there is no right or 
wrong way to “do it.” The 
function of the different entries 
is more important than the form. This allows you to tailor your 
bullet journal to suit your needs. What if you don’t feel like your 
writing is pretty enough, or you’re not artistic enough? That 
doesn’t matter! Again, it is about the function rather than the 
form.

With the new year right around the corner, now is the 
perfect time to try your hand at bullet journaling. You can read 
Carroll’s book, but you can also explore other resources such 
as www.bulletjournal.com and the bullet journal community by 
searching Twitter for the hashtags #bulletjournal or #bujo. I look 
forward to hearing about your bullet journal trials! 

grithale@aol.com 

Refocusing for a new year
The Bullet Journal Method: Track the Past, Order the  
Present, Design the Future by Ryder Carroll
By Margaret Hale, Past President, Editor, English in Texas

from the blogosphere...

Fill your tank with loads of instructional ideas at:
 

 http://twowritingteachers.org

https://www.weareteachers.com

https://pernillesripp.com

https://www.cultofpedagogy.com

https://blog.heinemann.com

https://readingbyexample.com

...to the website
Visit us online at: http://www.tctela.org

http://www.bulletjournal.com
mailto:grithale@aol.com
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My Dear, 

When kids present to the class, the rest of the class often sits 
passively. They wait for the teacher to pronounce judgment about 
the answers the other groups share. Most of the time, they don’t 
listen at all. Instead, ask the students to evaluate the accuracy and 
quality of the answers their peer groups present to the class.

1. Give students a group task. 
2. Student groups present their ideas to the class.
3. The students in the other small groups converse to decide:

• Is the answer correct or incorrect?     
• Why is the answer correct? or
• What adjustments need to be made to find the right 

answer? 
4. Groups share their feedback and evaluation with the group 

that presented their answer.

With Love, 

Your TCTELA Advocate

shona.rose@esc16.net

Notes to a new teacher: Give a listening charge
By Shona Rose, Vice President of Membership and Affiliates

My colleague Sarah Baker and I participated in a panel “A New 
Day: Fresh Standards for the Lone Star State” at the 2018 National 
Council of Teachers of English Conference. The panel focused 
on the new Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills. A theme of the 
panel was the integrated nature of the TEKS, including the need 
for the reading and writing connection. 

Dr. Baker and I explored the author’s purpose and craft strand 
and its connection to the composition strand. The TEKS states, 
“The student analyzes and applies author’s craft purposefully in 
order to develop his or her own products and performances” 
(Texas Education Agency, 2017, p. 16). Thus, the new standards 
require that students apply what they noticed in their reading to 

their writing. I said, “We learn to write by noticing what published 
writers do, then trying this in our writing. The teacher should 
model this process by writing alongside the students.”

One way to make the reading and writing connection is 
through Katie Wood Ray’s noticing and naming. Wood Ray 
argued that essential questions might be: “What do I notice the 
author is doing? Why is the author doing this? What might we 
name this author’s craft technique?” (1999, p. 131). 

We modeled the strategy of noticing and naming with a mentor 
text Hope is an Open Heart by Lauren Thompson (2008). An 
example is shown in the following graphic organizer. 

When we notice and name, we not only analyze author’s craft, 

Read like a writer: Exploring the new TEKS’  
author’s purpose and craft strand
By Stephen Winton, Ed.D., Recording Secretary 

What do I notice the  
author is doing?

Why is the author  
doing this?

What might we name this 
author’s craft technique?

“Many others feel just the way you 
do. Many others care.”

The author uses the word “many” 
more than once.

Repeating the word “many” makes 
us know this word is important. It 
also creates a rhythm.

repetition

Continued on next page

mailto:shona.rose@esc16.net
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we add to our writer’s toolbox. I modeled adding repetition to 
my writing: “When times are tough, I can feel like I don’t know 
what to do. When times are tough, I can feel there is no hope.” I 
thought aloud how repeating the phrase “when times are tough” 
creates a rhythm and highlights a big idea in my writing. Students 
might then try out the author’s craft technique of repetition in 
their compositions.

A rich mentor text like Hope is an Open Heart offers multiple 
opportunities for author’s craft mini-lessons. We repeated the 

above process of noticing and naming leading to modeled writing 
for the author’s craft technique of show, don’t tell. I revised my 
line “When times are tough, I can feel there is no hope” to try 
out the move of show, don’t tell. I thought aloud about how I was 
telling the reader what I was feeling. What if I showed the reader 
through action, like Lauren Thompson did in Hope is an Open 
Heart? I revised: “When times are tough, sometimes I just run 
into my room, shut the door, and hide under the covers.” After 
such modeled writing, the teacher might invite students to try the 
author’s craft technique of show don’t tell in their work.

The advantages of Wood Ray’s noticing and naming to make the 
reading and writing connection are twofold. First, reading like a 
writer aids reading comprehension. At the conference, M. Colleen 
Cruz said, “The most powerful way to teach reading is through 
writing. Full stop. Anything that you write in that genre, you read 

that genre better. When you make something, you understand it 
better” (2018). 

Second, noticing and naming shifts away from formulaic 
approaches of writing instruction towards more authentic work. 
A common way to teach composition is the five-paragraph essay. 
Edgar Schuster noted, “As for five-paragraph themes, I have been 
looking for one in published materials ever since I began teaching 
in 1958, and I am still looking” (2004). Indeed, the April 2018 7th 
Grade Writing STAAR Expository Scoring Guide stated that for 

satisfactory essays “the writer’s response to the prompt is original 
rather than formulaic” (Texas Education Agency, 2018, p. 13). By 
noticing and naming what published writers do, then modeling 
this process by writing alongside the students, we connect our 
reading and writing in authentic ways.

The integrated nature of the new TEKS shifts instruction 
towards what real readers and writers do. In this era of high-
stakes testing, where counterproductive practices abound, 
the new standards represent a better path towards joyful and 
meaningful reading and writing for our students. 

swinton@houstonisd.org
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Read like a writer: Exploring the new TEKS’ author’s purpose and craft strand (continued)

What do I notice the  
author is doing?

Why is the author  
doing this?

What might we name this 
author’s craft technique?

“Hope is holding tight to your 
mother’s hand.”

I’m thinking a child feels safe 
holding mom’s hand.

The author shows an action to let us 
know what someone is feeling.

show, don’t tell

mailto:swinton@houstonisd.org
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The AP Vertical Teams Guide for English discusses how peers 
can evaluate each other’s papers (2002, p. 181). These nine 
questions serve as a great opportunity for students to conduct a 
Socratic Seminar of a kind about their own work or a published 
text. In this feedback scenario, students receive links to or copies 
of student compositions. Before meeting as a group, students read 
and annotate the texts, considering the 9 questions. Writers would 
then meet in their feedback groups to bring forward discussion 
topics based on:

• particularly effective sections, sentences, phrases, or words
• suggestions for revision
• areas of confusion that need clarity
• areas of brilliance that are particularly effective

Writers can also ask the groups to focus on particular questions 
if they have been focusing on or struggling with that element of 
craft with this text. In addition, writers could adapt the questions 
to pose questions to the group: “I’ve played around with an 
abstract to concrete organizational pattern, but I’m not sure if it 
really connects to the purpose/thesis. Was this effective for you? 
What else could I have tried to tie these ideas together?” 

After listening to the group, the writer will have a good idea 
about how well he/she has achieved his purpose based on the 
reactions of the readers. The feedback can be used to revise the 

text or select goals for the next writing performance. 
Restate the author’s topic in your own words.
Which sentence(s) overtly state or imply the topic or thesis?
Is the topic too broad or concisely limited in scope? What could 

the writer do to revise? 
What details are given to support the topic? Are they adequate? 

How? What might be missing? 
What organizational patterns has the writer employed? How 

effective was this structure in delivering the purpose? What other 
patterns might be more/less effective? 

How does the writer link one idea to the next within and 
between paragraphs? 

State the author’s purpose in your own words. 
How well does the writer achieve this purpose? What specific 

moves has the writer made to achieve the purpose? 
Describe your vision of who the audience is for this text in 

terms of age, education, values, and interests. 
For more feedback grouping strategies, see http://at.bulb.re/paF  

shonarose67@gmail.com 

References: 
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Peer evaluation: Hitting the target
By Shona Rose, Vice President of Membership and Affiliates

In an ever-changing world there are two things that feel certain: 
technological advances and the ubiquitous use of personal smart 
devices. Educators meet this certainty with a variety of responses. 
Some try to ban it. Others struggle to find a middle ground. All 
can agree, though, that the presence of the smartphone, and 
technology in general, has altered education. Technology isn’t 
going away and that’s okay. Technology and ELA can successfully 
coexist. 

Students are part of a technology-immersed world, and this 
does not change when they enter the classroom. Smart devices 
have become extensions of the individual—an appendage that 
feels necessary. Dr. Cal Newport discusses this phenomena on 
his website and in his book, Deep Work. The rise of social media 
and the capacity of devices to capitalize on the allure of constant 
access has created an effect similar to slot machines in gaming 
establishments. Each ping, indicating a like or comment, grabs 
our attention in search of the next hit of the “feel good” chemical 
dopamine. The result of this permanent gaming atmosphere 
is addiction and loss of attention span. Understanding this 
is critical to moving the use of smart devices from under the 
desk surreptitiously checking Instagram to valuable classroom 
learning tool.

Students need to see the work of Newport and others who are 
chronicling the addictive qualities of technology. Teachers can 
encourage this self-awareness to assist students in fighting the 

allure of notifications, 
and then ask for 
forty minutes of 
attention focused on 
learning. This shift 
in mindset will feel 
much more possible 
for students than a 
ban on devices in the 
classroom. Create 
a structure to help 
students understand when technology is acceptable and to 
what extent. Tracy Wade at Cinco Ranch High School shared a 
red, yellow, green system with teachers where green indicated 
personal technology would be used that day, yellow meant limited 
use, and red was a clear instruction that devices should be put 
away. Teachers found that students respected this system when 
opportunities were provided to learn with technology. 

Once students understand the effects of technology and a 
system is in place to help both the teacher and learners balance 
the use of technology with other instructional tools, the next 
step is the implementation of high value technology tools in the 
classroom. Below is a list of digital tools that are free and have the 
ability to powerfully impact learning.

Embracing Technology in Language Arts
By Amanda Palmer, Vice President-Elect for Membership and Affiliates 

Continued on next page
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Adobe Spark

 
Spark.adobe.com

Adobe Systems has provided an easy to use product for the creation of graphics, 
web pages, and video stories. It works on both mobile devices and the web with 
automatic syncing of projects. Although Adobe Spark is easy to use, the products 
are polished and professional looking. Students will be proud of their creations.

Ed Puzzle

 
Edpuzzle.com

Edpuzzle provides an opportunity to make videos interactive. Teachers can 
upload a self-recorded video, choose a YouTube video, or select a video from 
Khan Academy. Once uploaded, teachers can add voice overs and questions into 
the video. EdPuzzle can then track how many times students watch the videos 
and capture student responses. 

Flipgrid

 
Flipgrid.com

Flipgrid is a video discussion platform that allows the teacher to post a question 
or topic for students to answer via a brief video response. Video responses can be 
made available for the whole class to view. Flipgrid just recently became free for 
educators via a large grant that promises it stays free for years to come. 

Listenwise

 
Listenwise.com

As listening skills become even more important in our new TEKS, Listenwise 
provides teachers with a curated list of podcasts for use in the classroom. In 
addition to the podcast, interactive transcripts are available that highlight each 
work as spoken, vocabulary words are identified in the podcast, and lesson plans 
are provided. Listenwise is free but also has a paid premium version. 

Quill

 
Quill.org

Quill’s mission is to provide free online tools to support writing instruction, 
particularly for low-income students. It currently provides four writing tools that 
enable students to build writing, grammar, and proofreading skills, and plans 
to continually launch new tools to advance student writing and thinking. The 
sentence combining tool is an instant favorite for teachers.

Embracing Technology in Language Arts (continued)

If these five suggestions lead to a desire for more, then 
consider visiting Jennifer Gonzalez’s Cult of Pedagogy blog 
where she provides an annually updated technology resource. 
The Teacher’s Guide to TECH is a detailed review of over 200 
tech tools in clear, friendly, and helpful language. The 329-page 
digital binder is $25 and worth it. The 2019 version will be 
released in January. Learn more at https://teachersguidetotech 
.com/guide. 

Amandakpalmer13@gmail.com

Author’s note: Much of this article is based on the materials co-
presented with Tracy Wade, Instructional Coach at Cinco Ranch 
High School, during the NCTE 2018 Annual Conference session 
“The Successful Cohabitation of Secondary ELA and Technology 
in the Age of Smartphones (Really, It is possible.).” Tracy can be 
reached at Tracyywade@katyisd.org.
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TEXAS COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
54TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION 

January 25-27, 2019 • San Antonio, Texas

TCTELA Annual Conference sleeping room discount is available on a 

limited basis until December 21, 2018. Visit TCTELA.ORG for links to 

reserve sleeping rooms online.

TCTELA MEMBERSHIP
Membership must be active at the time of registration and at the 

conference to receive the member rate. Membership is active for 12 

months from the date of joining or renewing.

FULL CONFERENCE PACKAGE
Includes Friday through Sunday workshops, professional development 

luncheons, membership celebration and poetry reading.

Before 12/21 o Member $335 o Nonmember $385
After 12/21 o Member $435 o Nonmember $485
Nonmember fee also includes a professional membership for one year.

ONE-DAY CONFERENCE PASS: 
Friday, Saturday or Sunday
Professional development meals are not included.

Select one day o FRIDAY PASS o SATURDAY PASS

Before 12/21 o Member $175 o Nonmember $225
After 12/21 o Member $175 o Nonmember $325

 o SUNDAY PASS - 1/2 DAY

Before 12/21 o Member $100 o Nonmember $150
After 12/21 o Member $200 o Nonmember $250

THREE-DAY, A-LA-CARTE CONFERENCE PASS
Professional development meals are not included.

Before 12/21 o Member $245 o Nonmember $295
After 12/21 o Member $345 o Nonmember $395
Nonmember fee also includes a professional membership for one year.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT MEAL TICKETS
o Friday luncheon $47.50
o Saturday luncheon $47.50

STUDENT, PARENT OR RETIRED CONFERENCE PASS*
Professional development luncheons are not included. 

o Parent o Retired o Student
Before 12/21 o Member $190 o Nonmember $215
After 12/21 o Member $285 o Nonmember $310
Nonmember fee also includes a student/parent/retired membership for 

one year.

*Not working in the industry. (Consultants and teachers getting an 

advanced degree are considered professionals and should register at 

either the member or nonmember professional rate.)

By completing this registration form I understand an app and web 

program book will be available to download/print prior to the conference.

o Suggested Community Outreach Donation $1 (include in total)

Grand Total $ ___________________________________________________

REGISTRANT INFORMATION
Terms and Conditions: Refunds before 12/21/18 will be processed with 
a $50 cancellation/name change fee, and no refunds will be provided 
after that date. Incomplete registrations will not be processed. Payment is 
required by the first day of the conference.

Registrants are responsible for submitting an invoice to the institution.

Registration is also available online at TCTELA.ORG.

I am registering as a:
o Current member o Nonmember o Student, Parent, or Retired
Name: __________________________________________________________

Mailing Address: _________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: __________________________________________________

Phone: (H): _______________________ (W): __________________________

District name/ESC/Institution: _____________________________________

School Campus: _________________________________________________

E-mail: (H): _______________________ (W): __________________________
Email address must be unique for each registration form. 
All confirmation information will arrive by email.

Select your section:
o Elementary-Level Section o Middle School-Level Section 
o High School-Level Section o Teacher Development
o Please check if you require specific aids or services under the 
Americans with Disabilities Act in order to participate in this conference.
Submit separate forms for each registration.
Check amount can be combined for multiple registrations.

PAYMENT INFORMATION 
o Credit Card  o Personal Check  o Company Check  o P.O. Number

Credit Card Info: o MasterCard o VISA o Discover

Account Number: ________________________________________________

Exp. Date: __________________________ CSV Code: _________________

Cardholder Name (print): _________________________________________

Cardholder Address: _____________________________________________

City, State, Zip: __________________________________________________

Phone: _________________________________________________________

I authorize TCTELA to charge my credit card in the amount of
$ ______________________________________________________________
Authorized Signature: ____________________________________________

I have enclosed a check or purchase order made payable to TCTELA in 
the amount of:

$ ____________________ Check # _______________ P.O.# _____________
Accounting department representative responsible for payment:

Name: ______________________________ Phone _____________________

Contact email: ___________________________________________________

The registrant acknowledges that by knowingly submitting a fraudulent 
P.O. number or by not following your institution’s guidelines in obtaining 
a P.O., the registrant is liable for the full amount of the registration fee.

Complete form and mail with your payment by January 18, 2019 to: 
TCTELA, 919 Congress Avenue, #1400, Austin, Texas 78701

BOOTS, BORDERS, & BOOKS
THE MANY FACES OF LITERACY IN TEXAS

2019 CONFERENCE REGISTRATION FORM
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Review the submission guidelines at http://www.tctela.org/english-in-texas

English in Texas, Vol. 49.1 (Spring/Summer 2019)

Theme: Reflections: Beyond Boots, Borders, and Books: The many Faces of Literacy in Texas

Manuscript Deadline: April 1, 2019

Column Deadline: April 15, 2019

Call for Submissions: 

The 2019 TCTELA conference theme is “Beyond Boots, Borders, and Books: The Many Faces of Literacy in Texas.” While 
Texas has its stereotypes, it is a state full of diversity. Our classrooms reflect this in their makeup of multiple races, 
ethnicities, and nationalities. In any classroom, you can encounter students that speak different languages, come from 
different socioeconomic backgrounds, have different gender identities, and vary in their achievement statuses, and we 
welcome them all. Rather than stereotype, it is our privilege as teachers to engage all of these students in our English 
language arts classrooms. 

TCTELA members devote their teaching lives to creating spaces that recognize and honor the diverse lives and 
literacies that live in our classrooms. We embrace the diversity of our students and of our discipline. We know firsthand 
that stereotypes are dismantled through critical questioning and thought followed by respectful listening, especially 
when the answers do not match our preconceived responses.

We encourage you to think about how you create these spaces in your ELA classroom. How do you navigate 
backgrounds, levels, and interests through literacy-oriented pursuits? What roles do written, spoken, digitized, and 
visual texts play in your classroom that support these ideas? How do you use writing to honor your students’ diversity 
of self and of study? How do the dynamic definitions of literacy continue to shift for you and your students?

We invite interested individuals to submit manuscripts, conceptual, pedagogical, research-based, and theoretical, 
as related to this topic of “Beyond Boots, Borders, and Books: The Many Faces of Literacy in Texas.” Please refer 
to the English in Texas website for manuscript submission guidelines. Do not hesitate to contact the editorial 
team at EnglishinTexas@uh.edu should you have any questions.

Furthermore, we invite interested individuals to submit ideas for our Spring/Summer columns, “Putting It All Together” 
and “The Tech-Savvy Teacher” as related to the theme of “Beyond Boots, Borders, and Books: The Many Faces of 
Literacy in Texas.” The below descriptions detail each column as well as provide information for contacting the column 
editor regarding your column idea. Please query the column editor BEFORE submitting your full column. 

The columns to be published in the Spring/Summer Issues:

Putting It All Together: This column focuses on opportunities teachers provide to integrate reading, writing, listening 
and speaking. What are some successes you’ve had in integrating reading, writing, listening and speaking? What 
resources have you consulted? How do your students respond to integrated lessons as opposed to isolated lessons? To 
submit a column for publication consideration, please contact the editorial team at EnglishinTexas@uh.edu.

The Tech-Savvy Teacher: This column focuses on ways to incorporate technology into your daily teaching. What are 
some technology tools you’ve found useful? How do these tools inform your instruction? How do students respond to 
these tools? What is required to use these tools? To submit a column for publication consideration, please contact the 
editorial team at EnglishinTexas@uh.edu.

http://www.tctela.org/english-in-texas
mailto:EnglishinTexas@uh.edu
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